This paper deals with two particle identification methods: dE/dx and Cherenkov detection. The dE/dx method is the most common technique used in conjunction with tracking in gaseous detectors. We systematically compare existing dE/dx data with various predictions available in the literature and judge the overall consistency. To my knowledge, this comparison was not done to date. There are two Cherenkov light emission detection techniques: the threshold and the Ring imaging methods. We want to discuss the recent trend in these techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dE/dx method predictive power relies on the detailed knowledge of dE/dx energy loss parameterization and its resolution. Given the two quantities, one can predict particle separation of two particles of mass ml and m2 in terms of the number of sigmas:
The goal is to have a simple, reliable parameterization allowing predicting of performance based on simple detector parameters. For example, to predict the dE/dx curve, one can use the Particle Data Group [l] recommendation, which is based on the modified Bethe average energy loss model. The original Bethe theory from 1930 describes total energy loss [2] , which is applicable to range measurements, but not to drift chambers. The restricted energy loss rate describing the energy deposited, which is applicable to the drift chamber measurements, is given by [ 11:
where p, Z, A, and I are density, atomic number and mass, and the mean excitation energy in a given gas mixture [3] , E,,, is a value, which is lower than the maximum energy and can be given to a free electron (in practice, as we will show, it is a tunable free parameter); and 6 is the density function, describing the polarizabilty of the medium, which is calculated using the Sternheimer formulas [3] :
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What is not known is how consistently this parameterization works, or what are the typical E,,, values obtained by various measurements. To our knowledge there is no published reference, which investigates this systematically and in quantitative detail.
In the literature, one can also find predictions based on Monte Carlo programs. The most frequently quoted work is due to , which is a widely adopted theoretical approach. Unfortunately, to date, no standard computing package is provided, to my knowledge: therefore in this paper, I use this model only if the prediction happens to exist, which is typically only for noble gases, such as argon or helium. [4] . On the other hand, the Bethe-Sternheimer formula can be "tuned" using the variable E,,, to agree with the data within few percent. However, Table 1 shows that E,,, is related not always consistently related to the minimum energy loss dE/dx(min). It appears to be a known parameter only after the measurement is done. This is because it is sensitive to either systematic errors in the measurement of the relativistic plateau, or errors in the Sternheimer density correction. Finally, because the E,,, variable appears in the logarithm of the Bethe formula, one needs precise data to constrain it. [7] . (b) Predictions generated by the author, which were compared to their pion data.
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-NA49 -90%Ar+5%C02+5%CH4. Ibar. 3.8 cm sample 1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 P Y Figure 5 : NA49 relative dE/dx measurement [7] . Predictions generated by the author. [7] . Predictions were generated by the author. A very large E,,, value needed. Figure 7: Author's compilation of FWHM(n=l) / dE/dx resolution measurements from large experiments and tests [7, 8] . plotted as a function of electron density of the medium, and using (a) linear and (b Figure 7 shows the resolution on linear and log scales as a function of a variable x = O.l53(Z/A)pt/(Ip2), which is proportional to electron density of the medium (the variable x was introduced by Erniilova et al. [9] ). A fit gives a dependence FWHM(n=l) = Figure 9 shows the resolution as a function of a variable x" = N-ions* [dE/dx/dE/dx(min)], which is a number of primary ion pairs generated in a given sample. It is clear that this correlation is the worst. The relativistic rise correction in Fig. 9 improves the correlation only slightly. It is not entirely clear why the correlation with primary ions is so much worse. We have tried various literature sources for the number of primary ions (see Table 2 ), and none would do better. In fact, one can see that for some ,gases various literature sources differ substantially.
variable N-ions to obtain the best possible correlation between x" and the dE/dx resolution. x" and x', plotted for various gases, sample sizes, and gas pressures. One can improve this correlation by "tweaking," arbitrarily at this point, the number of primary ions for He, Xe, CO2, C3H8, and iC4HI0 gases, as one can see in Fig Figure 11 shows examples of the "ultimate" dE/dx performance from the NA-49 experiment [7] . Two very large TPCs, filled with 90%Ar+5%CH4+5%C02 at 1 bar, measure tracks up to 7 m long with a sample length of 3. 
dE/dx Particle Identification example
CHERENKOV RING IMAGING TECHNIQUE
RICH detectors can be categorized into three groups. Detectors like OMEGA, DELPHI RICH, SLD CRID, CERES, JETSET, CAPRICE, etc. belong to the first generation of detectors. ALICE and CLEO belong to the second generation, and generation HEM-B, LHC-b, HERMES and DIRC fall into the third generation. Figure 12 shows quantum efficiencies and some of the critical transmissions defining the acceptance of basic materials used in new second and third generation RICH detectors. During the past few years, there was a push to develop the RICH detectors operating in the visible wavelength region, mainly to avoid the large chromatic effects (see Fig.13 ) and other optical complexities experienced in the far UV region, but also because of the general acceptance of 
Basic parameters of RICH detectors
Lessons from the first generation RICH detectors
RICH detectors, such as DELPHI [17] , CRID [18] , and OMEGA[l9], pioneered a path for acceptance of the RICH technique. The main accomplishment was to show that it was possible to detect single photoelectrons on a very large scale using gaseous detectors. This was not obvious to me in the early days. Other lessons learned were: (a) it was possible to maintain a purity of a large UV system for many years, (b) it was possible to purify gases and TMAE to drift single electrons over a 1 meter distance, (c) TMAE is not as chemically aggressive as originally feared (detectors survived in very good shape), (d) the distillation is the preferred cleaning method for filtration, (e) TPC detectors are easily maintainable (for example, it took -45 minutes to replace a CFUD detector once the TMAE was purged).
As any pioneering effort, errors were made. For example, (a) TPCs were made too thick creating large dE/dx deposits and electronics cross-talk, (b) adopted shaping times were too short requiring large gas gains, which caused avalanche photons in TMAE, and therefore detectors required the building of barricades around the anode wires, (c) the experiments were made rather complex, which discouraged followers, (d) TMAE wire aging was found to be real, and effectively prevented TMAE to be used in high luminosity applications such as LHC-b or HERA-B, or even for Bfactories.
The second generation RICH detectors
Seconcl generation devices traded high gas gain (2-5x105), short charge integration constant (10-loons) and drift time measurema, for small gas gain (-5x104), long charge integration constant (600-1000ns), low noise electronics (c 500 e-mu), and geometrical pixelization. In addition, the detectors are thin. In principle, all three photocathodes, i.e., TMAE, TEA, and CsI, can be used in this approach, although in the case of TMAE it means a hot TMAE bubbler temperature (-35OC), which is rather impractical. Detector operations at very low total gas gain results in an exponential pulse height spectrum: the only way to have good single electron detection efficiency (>go%) under such conditions is to have very low noise electronics (-500 e-rms). Examples of second generation the RICH detectors are ALICE [20] (Figs.14-16 ) and CLEO [21] (Figs.17-19 Table 3 . ALICE is the first RICH detector which adopted the CsI solid photocathode on a very large scale. They solved a number of R&D puzzles, such as how to produce good quality large area photocathodes, or how to develop a low noise pad readout system. ALICE is using C6FI4 liquid radiator; benefiting from the DELPHI RICH experience. On the other hand, CLEO has adopted a novel method to solve a problem of planar solid radiators that light does not escape for perpendicular tracks if the refraction index is larger than 42. This was solved by creating precise groves in the LiE; radiator in the central region of the detector (Fig.  17) . The grooves cause a complicated image pattern. However, as Fig. 19 indicates, the measured angular resolution in the test beam is good as expected. The solid radiator promises to provide stable long-term operations. CLEO has adopted the TEA photocathode, which allows an ambient lemperature operation, a short photon absorption length, thus the detector can be thin. Furthermore, TEA is one of the best quenchers I know, and it has a lower rate of wire aging compared to TMAE, although the Malter current can also be excited [22] . However, a very low gas gain operation will help this problem considerably.
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The third generation RICH detectors
Third generation devices further reduced the charge integration constant to 10-20ns, which is necessary to accommodate high rates at new machines. All devices in this group abandoned the gaseous photon detectors in favor of vacuum operated PMTs or HPDs with bi-alkali photocathodes, which are sensitive to photons in the visible wavelength region. All RICH detectors in this group are designed for at least 30 photoelectrons per ring, which is a factor of 2-3 higher compared to the first generation RICH detectors. Examples of the third generation RICH detectors are HERA-B [23] (Figs. 20-22 ), DIRC [24] (Figs. 23-25) , and LHC-b [25] (Figs. 26-28 ). The HERA-B RICH has suffered from no tracking in the initial period, however, it is already clear that it performs very well in very high background conditions. The detectors use Hamamatsu fast multianode PMTs (R5900-000M16 and R5900-03-M4, with 4x4 and 9x9 mm2 anode pads respectively), which can handle HERA rates well. They replaced the originally proposed TMAE-based gaseous detectors which suffer from the wire aging effect [26] . The PMTs are equipped with demagnifying optics (Fig.  21) with rather large transmission losses of -35% at 350 nm (Fig. 22) . In addition, the multianode PMT photoelectron transfer efficiency is only 75% at present [27] . It is interesting to point out that if CRID, with its -45 cm long gas radiator system, would have used the existing HERA-B detection system, it would have measured only -5 photoelectrons per ring instead of 9-10, i.e., HERA-B RICH benefits from a very long 2.7 m radiator path.
DIRC is a new BaBar detector recently completed at SLAC [24] . It uses radiation hard synthetic quartz radiator, 1.7 cm thick. Produced photons are propagated along the quartz bar via internal reflections (Fig. 23) all the way out of the magnet, where they are imaged on the plane of -11,000
PMTs. The DIRC's projecting geometry has ambiguities (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , which can be reduced knowing when the track direction is known and by applying geometrical and timing cuts. The present DIRC, as implemented by BaBar, uses water as a coupling medium between the quartz bars and the PMTs. This creates complications, such as difficult access, possible leaks, interaction of clean water with various materials, source of background from few MeV photons, etc. The present machine related background is still tolerable at luminosities of 1033cm-'sec-'; however, for future planned upgrades to increase the luminosity by a factor of 10, DIRC needs additional shielding. Future DIRCs may abandon water coupling. The present DIRC has 1.8 ns timing resolution per photon hit. This still leaves some ambiguities, which contribute together with other sources to a combinatorial background, that is slightly larger (Fig. 25(a) ) than the typical non-projecting RICH detectors presented in this paper. Future DIRCs may attempt to run with a resolution of 200 ps, which would eliminate ambiguities completely and completely suppress the combinatorial background. Examples of various efficiencies in the DIRC are shown in Fig. 24 . One can see that the reflection coefficient's wavelength dependence is a non-negligible chromatic correction in DIRC. LHC-b [25] has two RICH detectors (Fig. 26 ) employing three radiators: aerogel, C4FI0. and CF4 gases. A slight CF4 gas scintillation [28] is quite acceptable. The CERN developed HPD photon detector has 2048 silicon elements, charge gain of 4x104 at 20kV, efficiency of 94%, and very good multihit performance (Fig. 27) . However, so far a "non-LHC" shaping constant of 1 . 3~ was used. Figure 28 shows various efficiencies for a 5cm thick aerogel radiator, including a fraction of nonscattered photons due to the Rayleigh scattering, which is still tolerable in the visible wavelength region. The expected performances are shown in Table 3 . Figure 22 : The PMT quantum efficiency and various transmissions in HERA-B RICH [23] . The detector does not a full advantage of its potential due to a cut in the plexi-glass window and the detector optics. The :final efficiency is estimated by the author. Figure 26 : The LHC-b 1251 RICH 1 and RICH 2 detectors. The RICH-1 radiators are 5 cm thick aerogel and 95 cm thick C4F10 gas radiator. The RICH-2 is using a 180 cm thick CF4 gas radiator. I Os,, = 0'. middle section I 36 I 32 I 33
Cherenkov Threshold detectors
The performance of a Cherenkov threshold detector is not as good as that of a RICH detector, in terms of ultimate performance. However, the threshold detector is more simple, and that may be more valuable in the long run. In the past, the aerogel materials used were not stable, mainly because they were attacked by water. During the past several years, there was a tremendous effort to develop new aerogel radiators, which are more stable, water resistant, and have lower refraction index. After the pioneering effort of Hrubesh to develop a two-step method to produce very low refraction index materials in the range of 1.007-1.03 [29] , the KEK Belle group developed the first water resistant version [30] . Figure 29 shows a particle identification principle with a threshold aerogel detector. It is clear that one desires to have the refraction index as low as possible in order to obtain a dK separation at as high momentum as possible. Figure 30 shows one of their detector module with five aerogel tiles equipped with two Hamamatsu wire mesh PMTs R6681, R6682, or R6683, which can operate in magnetic fields of 1.5T. The PMTs are coupled to silica aerogel tiles of n =1.02, 1.015 and 1.01, respectively. Figure 31 shows a clear capability of particle identification of this system. 
I600
Pulse height (ADC ch) Figure 31 : Pulse height spectra for 3.5 GeV/c pions (above threshold) and protons (below threshold) obtained by a single module of Fig.30 , in which n=1.015 silica aerogels were stacked POI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The Bethe-Sternheimer dE/dx formula reproduces experimental data very well if the variable E,,, is appropriately tuned. However, we do not see a consistent correlation between the E,,, variable and either average or minimum energy loss. This may be either due to experimental errors, or inconsistencies in the Sternheimer parameterization of the density correction. The Landau-Sternheimer dE/dx formula does not reproduce experimental data. The Allison-Cobb Monte Carlo reproduces the dE/dx relativistic rise plateau of the argon based gases within -3%.
We find that the dE/dx resolution correlates well with the electron density of medium. However, the correlation with a number of primary ions is still poor. The paper suggests that this could be explained by incorrect values of number of ions for some gases. The Allison-Cobb Monte Carlo predicts reasonably well the resolution for helium based gases.
The first generation RICH detectors, such as the CRID, DELPHI, or OMEGA, convinced the many skeptics in the high-energy physics community that the RICH concept can be implemented to yield useful physics. The second generation of RICH detectors, such as ALICE and CLEO, learned from some of the early mistakes of the gaseous detectors and traded drift time for the pad readout, while running a very low gas gain with a long shaping time. The third generation of RICH detectors, such as HERA-B, DIRC, or LHC-b, traded the gaseous detectors for the vacuum based PMTs or HPDs. This was done 10 cope with the high rates, the aging problems, and to operate in the visible wavelength region to reduce the chromatic errors, and to simplify the general operation. Future RICH detectors, such as DIRC, will push towards a subnanoseconds timing resolution.
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